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Machine

CFMoto’s new
farm workhorse
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Pumped up: Kuhn’s Bruno Fetiveau and Andrew Snape with the
award-winning tractor-mounted sprayer setup. Picture: ANDY ROGERS

Answer to sprayers
By JUSTIN LAW
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2016 FORD RANGER
Ford unveiled its tougher
and smarter new Ford
Ranger at the Bangkok
motor show.
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ELF-propelled sprayers
are a popular choice for
broadacre farmers, but
this alternative earned the
Best Unpowered Machine at
Farm World this year.
The Kuhn PF1500 frontmounted spray tank
connected to a Kuhn Altis
2002 linkage boom spray
provides 3500 litres capacity.
“The whole idea is to give
you 3500 litres with a decent
boom size on a tractor that
you can use for other jobs
when you’re not spraying,”
said Andrew Snape, Kuhn
sprayer specialist.
“It has one pipe connection

between the front and rear
tank, rather than two, which is
the norm. That cuts down on
chemical residue left in the
connection.”
The front 1500-litre tank
has its own hydraulic pump to
suction fill itself with a 190litre freshwater tank for
flushing and a hand wash tank.
Having two tanks means
two chemicals can be carried
so that once the rear tank is
emptied a second chemical
can then be applied.
The front tank costs
$15,000 and the rear spray unit
with 24m boom costs $75,000.
For $90,000 plus the
tractor you have a small end
self-propelled sprayer.

KUBOTA ZD331

KUBOTA L3430 HST

60’ deck only 1000 hours, Diesel 31 h/p

GP loader, 2100 hours EX Condition

$15,800 inc

By JUSTIN LAW
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FMOTO has
launched its new
range of UTVs, with
the U550 side-byside shaping up as the
farm workhorse of choice for
those looking for a budget
carryall.
Made in China, the side-byside is powered by a watercooled 495cc single-cylinder
four-stroke petrol motor that
produces 38hp.
That’s coupled to a Canadian-made continuously variable transmission that
distributor Mojo Motorcycles
says can be modified.
“As standard it’s geared for
top speed, but by adding
weights, you can improve
take-up at lower speeds,” said
Darren Grieve from distributor Mojo Motorcycles.
There’s a fair chance that
option will be reasonably

popular with the machine
aimed at the rural sector
where carrying loads is more
important than its 90km/h top
speed.
The U550 produces 46Nm
and is capable of hauling
550kg or carrying 150kg in the
gas-assisted tip tray.
For the driver and passenger, there are comfortable

KUBOTA B7100

KUBOTA B2400 HST

Loader Backhoe 4x4

60 mower deck 4x4

$12,800 inc GST

$18,500 inc GST

seats secured with three-point
seatbelts with a ROPS-certified frame.
The LE comes with power
steering, roof, windscreen,
towing pack and winch, which
is not bad value given it’s just
$1500 dearer than the $11,490
standard model.
For more information,
visit cfmoto.com.au

AVANT
LOADERS

ANTONIO
CARRARO

Call for pricing
and Info pack

Dealer of the year
Antonio Carraro

$8,800 inc GST

KUBOTA B3300SU

JOHN DEERE 1145

TORO MDX WORKMAN UTES

KUBOTA L4400

KUBOTA B5100E

GP loader Only 35 hours

Only 1700 hours 72’ out front deck

Only 885 hours

44 h/p only 180 hours, as new

Diesel, man trans, Rops, new tyres.

$24,500 inc

$7,700 inc

$7500 inc

63 Yuilles Rd, Mornington VIC (03) 5975 4399 M: 0418 328 903

$24,500 inc

$4,950 inc GST
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